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1. INTRODUCTION 

This Work Manual is produced as a guide to assist organisers who have been 
selected to stage a FIM Europe (FIME) Track Racing European championship 
event. Its purpose is to provide organisers with information and recommendations 
which will enable them to stage a high standard championship event. In particular 
the benefits will be: 
 

 To improve the profile and harmonise the staging of the FIM Europe 
competitions 

 To produce a consistent and easily understood level of organisation for 
the competitor, official, spectator, members of the press and media, 
indeed any other interested party, including potential sponsors.        

 
This Work Manual should always be used in conjunction with the FIM Sporting 
Code, the FIM Track Racing Standards, the FIM Europe Track Racing Rules and 
any Supplementary Regulations issued for the event. The idea of this Manual is to 
support these various code, standards and rules and not to replace them. 
 
The duties and tasks listed in this Manual do not cover every aspect of the 
organisation of an event but are currently considered to be those most relevant. A 
full list of duties is specified in the relevant FIM rule books which should be referred 
to as the main source of reference. 
 
The FIME Track Racing Commission (TRC) strongly recommends that potential 
organisers of FIME events visit other FIME championship meetings in order to gain 
an increased understanding of event organisation. Experience shows that most 
challenges and issues that arise during the preparation or running of a 
championship event are often common to all event organisers. By speaking to other 
organisers prior to their event and asking if you can attend to ‘look behind the 
scenes’, you can then see any challenges that arise during the day and how the 
organiser works to overcome any potential problems.  
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2.  OFFICIALS AND THEIR DUTIES 

The list below outlines the key Officials who will be involved in a FIME championship 
event together with their various responsibilities, which need to be fully 
understood by any new or existing organiser. 
 

2.1  International Jury 

The members of the International Jury for FIME championships and Prize Events 
have equal voting rights, and are charged with dealing with any issues or disputes in 
relation to FIME races that arise during the event. They consist of the: 

- Jury President 

- Referee  

- FMNR (Host Federation) Jury Member 

- Jury Secretary (non-voting) 
 
The following people are also entitled to attend the International Jury meetings but 
they do not have any voting rights: 

- Clerk of the Course 

- Members of the FIM Europe (or FIM) Management Council 

- Members of the FIM Europe TRC Commission 

- Environmental Steward 

- The Doctor 

- The Technical Steward 

- The FMN Delegate(s) 

- Any guest invited by the Jury President (including any FIM Europe 
Environmental and Medical delegates) 

 
Duties of the International Jury: 

- Exercises ultimate control during the meeting in respect of the application of 
the FIM/FIME rules, as well as the adjudication of penalties. 

- The International Jury is the only tribunal of the meeting empowered by the 
regulations to adjudicate upon any protest that may arise during the event. 

- Approve any amendments to the Supplementary Regulations (SR’s) and 
verify that all the competitors and participants engaged have been informed 
of these amendments. 

- Control of the official permission from the local authorities to run the meeting 
and of the third party insurance policy of the organiser. 

- Approve the various reports from the Clerk of the Course, Technical and 
Environmental Stewards. 
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2.2  International Jury President Nominated by FIM Europe: 

- Must ensure that the decisions of the International Jury conform to the rules 
of the provisions of the FIM Sporting Code, to the FIM and FIME rules as 
well as the Supplementary Regulations of the meeting. 

- Is responsible for the running and chairmanship of the International Jury 
meetings. 

- Is responsible for the communication with the various FMN Delegates who 
attend the Jury meetings. 

- Must ensure that the event is run to at least the minimum safety standards 
as laid down in the FIM and FIME rules. 

- Must approve and sign all Jury minutes as well as the official results sheet. 

- Must send all official documentation (Jury minutes, official results sheets, 
technical inspection information etc.) to the General Secretariat (with copies 
to the FIME TR Chairman), immediately after the meeting. 

- NOTE: For FIME championship qualifying rounds, and Semi Final 
events, the FIME nominated Referee will also act as the FIME Jury 
President. In this situation, the FMNR Delegate will be expected to 
support the FIME Referee/Jury President during the Jury meetings. 

 
2.3  Referee Nominated by FIM Europe: 

- The Referee exercises supreme control over the racing aspect of the event 
and is responsible for ensuring that all regulations are observed during 
practice or racing. 

- He/she has no responsibility for the organisation of the meeting and has no 
executive duties other than those defined in the Track Racing Rules. 

- Takes part in all International Jury meetings or hearings. 

- Will accompany the Clerk of the Course and the Jury President, to inspect 
the track and safety fence (APD / barrier – when provided) before the 
practice and before the first heat of the event. 

- Must prohibit any rider from taking part, or any machine from being used in 
practice or in racing if, in his opinion, other riders or the public would be 
endangered. 

- Must ensure that all his decisions (which may affect or vary from the 
published programme) are communicated immediately to the Clerk of the 
Course for action. 

- If serious deterioration of the track or any other such situation occurs during 
practice or racing which could cause the postponement, stopping or 
abandonment of the meeting, the Referee should request the Jury President 
to call an immediate Jury meeting for an appropriate decision which must 
then be immediately communicated to the Clerk of the Course for action. 
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- Shall deal immediately with any protest submitted to him/her through the 
Clerk of the Course. 

- Must judge in which order the competitors crossed the finish line and this 
decision, once announced, is final and may not be the object of a protest. 

 
2.4  FMNR Delegate Nominated by the Host FMN: 

- Is a member of the International Jury with voting rights and shall attend all 
meetings or hearings. 

 
2.5  Jury Secretary  

- Compiles and produces the International Jury Meeting minutes. Once these 
have been approved by the Jury President, the Jury Secretary will then 
arrange to produce sufficient copies for issuing to all the attendees at the next 
Jury meeting. 

- Compiles and produces the Minutes of the International Jury Hearings. 

- Prepares the final results sheet for the Jury President to check and approve 
(sign). 

- Assist’s the International Jury with general secretarial and administrative 
duties. 

 
2.6 FMN Clerk of the Course 

The Clerk of the Course is responsible for the conduct and efficient running of the 
meeting, but is not a voting member of the International Jury. His essential duties 
are to: 
 
- Ensure that the track is in good condition. 

- Exercise authority over all Officials of the meeting (with the exception of the 
International Jury members) and is responsible for ensuring that they are all 
present at the appointed times and are ready to carry out their duties 
responsibly and correctly  

- Ensure that each member of the organising staff (Pit Marshals, Track 
Marshals, Start/Finish Line Marshals, Track Maintenance team etc. is fully 
informed and aware of their various duties 

NOTE: It is strongly recommended that the Clerk of the Course organises a 
briefing meeting with ALL of his Marshals prior to the event (e.g. one week 
before). 

- Carry out as (soon as possible) all instructions received by word (directly or by 
telephone) or in writing from the Referee. 

- Verify the identity of the competitors, the correct numbering of the motorcycles 
and that there is nothing to prevent a competitor from participating in the 
meeting, e.g. suspension, disqualification or any other ban on riding. 

Sakke
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- Ensure that the FIM and FIME rules are respected; the Clerk of the Course 
may propose penalties to the International Jury. 

- Once racing is underway agree (together with the Referee) what track 
maintenance tasks (and watering) will need to be undertaken by the Track 
Maintenance team 

- Order the removal from the circuit, track or venue (and its vicinity) any person 
refusing to obey the orders of an Official of the event. 

- Notify the International Jury of all decisions to be taken or already taken and 
of any protest addressed to him. 

- Must ensure that no competitor leaves the pits and that no machine or engine 
is removed there from, during or after the meeting, without the express 
authorisation of the Referee. 

- Must be present at all International Jury meetings. 

- Collect all information from the other Executive Officials and all other 
information necessary, to present his report at each International Jury 
meeting. 

- Ensure that dressing room/changing facilities are in a clean and tidy condition 
and that toilets (with direct access from the pits) are available for use by the 
competitors. 

- Ensure that the pre event riders parade and winners presentation are well 
planned and organised. 

 
2.7  Technical Steward 

- Is entitled to attend the International Jury meetings but is not a voting 
member 

- Must verify that all motorcycles, clothing and helmets are in accordance with 
the FIM rules, Appendix 01 (Track Racing Technical Rules) as well as the 
FIME Supplementary Regulations applicable to the event. 

- Ensure that all necessary documents, equipment (weighing scales, fuel 
sample bottles, tools etc.) are available and in place ready to use no later 
than one hour before the machine examination commences. 

- Ensure that all motorcycles are weighed and carburettors measured during 
the machine examination. 

- Is prepared to perform a capacity check on any engines as requested by the 
International Jury. 

- Should be present at all International Jury meetings 
 

2.8  Doctor 

- Is entitled to attend the International Jury meetings but is not a voting 
member 

- Should be appointed by the organisers. 

- Should be the same person throughout the event. 
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- Must be a fully registered medical practitioner. 

- Should be experienced in treating injured competitors at motorcycle race 
events. 

- Should be familiar with the layout of the track as well as any facilities that 
they may need to use. 

- The Referee is responsible (in conjunction with the Clerk of the Course), for 
the positioning of medical and paramedical staff and vehicles under his/her 
control. 

- Must brief and debrief all medical staff. 

- Must inform and update the Clerk of the Course and the International Jury 
regarding the condition and location (if hospitalised) of any injured 
competitors. 

- Shall ascertain that competitors who have fallen during practice are fit to 
continue competing in the championship event. 

- Should attend all International Jury meetings. 
 

2.9  Environmental Steward 

- Is entitled to attend the International Jury meetings but is not a voting 
member 

- Should be appointed by the FMNR. 

- Is responsible for all environmental aspects as identified within the FIM 
Environmental Code. 
 

2.10  Pits' Marshal 

The Pits' Marshal is responsible for ensuring that: 

- Only competitors, their mechanics, and other persons with appropriate 
passes are permitted in the pits area. 

- All necessary equipment, including fire extinguishers and emergency tools 
are in good working order, and easily accessible. 

- All riders taking part in the meeting have signed on. 

- Machines and competitors carry the correct riding numbers (according to the 
programme) and that competitors are equipped with the correct helmet 
colours before they leave the pits and enter onto the track. 

- The gate between the track and pits is opened only when necessary for 
access to competitors and machines, and that, during racing, the gate is 
properly closed and secured. 

- No motorcycles are pressured washed (cleaned with water and detergents) 
UNLESS a special area for cleaning motorcycles is available. 
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- The pit area is laid out with regard to providing a suitable parking and 

working area for each FIME championship competitor and that each of these 
areas/places are clearly marked for ease of identification (e.g. either the 
competitors name and/or their riding number). 

- No one smokes in the pits 

- That during either the official practice or the event itself, only people with 
official accreditation are allowed to enter the pits 

- No young or unsupervised children should be allowed in the pits especially 
during practice or the event itself, It is during this time that there is the 
increased risk of a child being hit by a motorcycle being ridden around the pit 
area  

- No rider, mechanic, Manager or Delegate goes onto the track whilst track 
maintenance is in progress 

- A large race/score chart, positioned in the pits, is filled in and updated 
according to the points being scored during the meeting 
 

2.11  Starting Marshal 

The Starting Marshal is responsible for ensuring that: 

- Before the commencement of practice and racing, signalling flags, 
disqualification discs, spare starting gate tapes (and elastics), track marking 
equipment (ideally powder, not paint), fire extinguishers etc. are readily 
available and in good working order, and that the starting gate functions 
correctly. 

- The layout and marking of the starting area complies with current FIM 
regulations. 

- All starting positions are raked, graded or swept to give an even surface 
immediately before each heat (Speedway and Ice Speedway). 

- Everything necessary is done to ensure that all competitors have an equal 
opportunity when starting. 

- Signals for stopping a heat (or the disqualification of a competitor) – as 
directed by the Referee – are repeated by the display of flags (in addition to 
the relevant helmet colour disc for a disqualification). 

- Flag signals are displayed to indicate (a) the last lap and (b) the finish of 
each heat. 

- Flag signals are displayed – as directed by the Referee – should the starting 
gate or signal lamps fail to operate correctly. 

- He follows all directives given by the Referee. 
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2.12  Flag Marshal 

There must be at least 3 Flag Marshals on each bend, and they are responsible for: 

- Displaying a red flag upon a signal to do so either from either the Referee or 
from the Starting Marshal.. 

 
2.13 Press Officer (if appointed) 

- Must be able to speak the national language as well as English. 

- Organises official passes and hotel bookings for members of the media. 

- Organises the arrangements and facilities for the Press Centre. 

- Organises and distributes pre-meeting press releases to the media 

- Organises and conducts the Press Conference before and after the 
championship event. 
NOTE the Press Conference should always be delivered in the national 

language as well as in English. 

- Distributes championship results to all interested members of the media. 

- Sends results and post event press releases to any international, national 
and local press contacts immediately after the end of the event. 

 
2.14  Announcer/Commentator 

- Must be able to speak the national language as well as English, when 
sharing information and results with the spectators.  

- Must be in close contact with the Referee, in order to be able to keep the 
spectators informed regarding refereeing decisions. 

- Must convey to the public and relevant parties, all information as required 
by the Referee, but may not comment on, or give an opinion on, or amplify 
such information on any decision made by the Referee. 

- Provides general information to the spectators, competitors, officials etc. 
 

2.15  Chief Security Officer 

- Is responsible for the overall security of the meeting and the facilities 
including pits and paddock, spectators' areas and Officials' offices 

- Is responsible for the liaison with external security firms, club staff, police 
and emergency services. 

 
2.16 Electricians 

- Ensure that all the electrical supplies are in working order and functioning 
correctly prior to, during and after the entire event 

- Be available to repair any electrical breakdown – either during practice or 
during the event itself 

 

Sakke
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2.17  FMN Delegate/Team Manager 

Each FMN which has a competitor or a National team participating in a European 
championship event is entitled to be represented by a National Delegate or Team 
Manager. A National Delegate must be the holder of a FIM or FIME Sporting 
Steward's or Clerk of the Course licence and a Team Manager must hold an FIM 
Team Managers licence. 

The National Delegate (or Team Manager) represents his/her respective FMN and 
the competitors entered into the event by that FMN. 

He/she is entitled to: 

-           Attend all open meetings of the International Jury, as an observer. 

-      Receive copies of various documents, including the International Jury 
minutes, during the event. 

- Submit any questions he/she may have to the Jury President in order 
that   the International Jury is aware of any situations being experienced or 
queried by competitors entered by his/her FMN. 

- Receive relevant passes enabling him/her access to all areas during the 
event. 

 
3 VENUE REQUIREMENTS 

 
3.1  Track 

- Must be in accordance to the FIM Standards for Track Racing Circuits 
(STRC) together with either a current FIM or FIME track licence 

- The equipment used to maintain the track (tractors, water tank, rollers, 
grader etc.) must be of a modern construction, clean and in good working 
condition. 

- The inside of the track (the infield) must be tidy and kept clear of 
obstructions. 

- All lights, signals and the Referees switchboard must be in good working 
condition and in accordance with current FIM Rules. 

-  A two minute clock – positioned on the infield near to the starting gate – is 
compulsory for FIME Speedway European Championship Challenge (SEC) 
Finals, and is strongly recommended for all other FIME Speedway 
championship events 

 
3.2  Pits 

For championship competitors, the pits are the "shop window" of your club. It is within 
this area that the competitors will spend the majority of their time during the event, so 
it is vitally important to have the pit area set out with sufficient space in order that 
each competitor can park their van/transporter and be able to work comfortably on 
their motorcycles. It is strongly recommended that each competitor should have: 
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- Individually allocated work areas with a minimum of 8 m², on hard ground, 
ideally with overhead cover to offer protection in case of bad weather. 

- Electrical socket (if available) 

- Good lighting (e.g. for events held at night) 

- Direct access to dressing/changing rooms, with washing/showering 
facilities and suitable toilet facilities (for both male and female) 

- Bike washing facilities (when applicable), in compliance with the FIM 
Environmental Code and the FIM Standards for Track Racing Circuits 
(STRC) 

- Oil/fuel collection facilities 

- Waste/tyres collection facilities  

 NOTE if your club does NOT have suitable arrangements in place for the 
removal and disposal of used tyres by an authorised contractor, then 
ensure that there is a suitably worded statement written in the 
Supplementary Regulations stating that it is the competitors responsibility 
to take their tyres away when they leave and to dispose of them responsibly 

- Availability of drinking water. 

In addition to the above, it is strongly recommended that the organiser provides a large 
printed version of the programme score chart (this can be printed on either vinyl, rigid 
plastic board or some similar type of material that can be written on). This score chart 
should be positioned in the pits area and preferably near to the pit/track entrance gate 
for ease of inspection. If this facility is provided, then the organiser should also appoint a 
person whose responsibility it is (refer to Pit Marshals responsibilities in section 2.10) to 
update the score chart with the competitor’s points/running totals as the meeting 
progresses. 
 

3.3  Spectator Facilities 

- It is strongly recommended that large clear directional signage is 
positioned, directing spectators and traffic to the event. This signage 
should be positioned at all major access roads (and junctions) to the track 
and the general public parking area. 

- The provision of sufficient spectator admission ticket selling booths. 

- Signage at the circuit indicating the different spectators' areas as well as 
other important information (toilets, disabled toilets, first aid area, catering 
facilities etc.) 

- Good facilities for the spectators (comfortable seating or suitable areas for 
standing and watching the racing) 

- Sufficient numbers of catering outlets (to cope with the anticipated number 
of spectators). 

- Sufficient numbers of waste collection receptacles  

- Sufficient numbers of toilets cubicles (including the provision of disabled 
toilets). The condition of all toilets must be checked on a regular basis to 
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ensure they are clean and well stocked (toilet paper, soap, paper hand 
towels etc.). 

- Consideration should be given for a reserved VIP area, which could also 
incorporate a sponsors hospitality area 

- Competent Marshals to direct spectators and vehicles leaving the event. 
 

3.4 Medical Facilities 

Medical services must guarantee assistance to all competitors as well as any other 
authorised persons injured or taken ill at the circuit during event. 
A medical service for the spectators, separate from the services listed below, must be 
provided by the meeting organisers. This service is not described here but must 
conform to any regulations enforced by the relevant country and reflect the size of the 
anticipated number of the spectators attending the event. 

- A minimum of one ambulance – Type B – refer to the FIM Medical Code + 
one qualified Doctor, MUST be present during practice. 

- A minimum of two ambulances – Type B – refer to the FIM Medical Code + 
one qualified Doctor MUST be present during racing 

A first aid room or suitable tent/marquee must be provided and staffed by a sufficient 
number of nurses or paramedics. 

- This first aid treatment area should be positioned away from the general 
spectator area in order to offer privacy to injured competitors or close 
members of their family. 

- A medical centre is highly recommended (according to the FIME Medical 
Code). 

 
3.5   Anti-Doping Facilities and Chaperones 

Should members of the Anti-Doping team arrive at the event, a suitable private room 
(and waiting room) must be provided and equipped as stipulated in the FIM Anti-
doping Code. Moreover, the Clerk of the Course must brief his three chaperones 
regarding their conduct and responsibilities should the situation of a doping test arise.  
All area’ passes must be available for the Anti-Doping Doctor, his assistant and the 
chaperones. 
 

3.6 Jury Room 

A suitable room or Portacabin type temporary building must be available for the 
International Jury members and invited FMN delegates to meet privately.  

- The Jury Room should be fully equipped with sufficient tables and chairs 
so that everyone can sit and work comfortably.  

There should also be a suitable electrical supply in order that a personal 
computer/laptop, colour printer, photocopier/scanner etc. can be used by the Jury 
Secretary for the production of the Jury Meeting Minutes, Official Results and other 
associated administrative duties.  
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- It is strongly recommended that an internet connection/Wi-Fi is also 
available within the Jury Room in order that the Jury Secretary can email 
out the official results to the various FIME contacts and press/journalists at 
the end of the event 

- It is also recommended that the organisers make suitable arrangements 
for refreshments to be provided in the Jury Room for the Jury members, 
FMN delegates and any guests. Ideally any buffet style food should be 
served during the Jury meeting that is held prior to practice 

 
3.7  Press Room 

For FIME championship Final events, it is highly recommended for the organisers to 
provide a separate facility for members of the media to use. If such an area is 
provided then the only persons authorised in this area should be the media (TV, 
journalists, photographers), competitors and FIME/FMN Officials. The following items 
should be provided in the Press room: 

- 1 workroom with tables and chairs 

- 1 photocopying machine and spare paper 

- A stage (minimum 0.5 mtrs high) with tables and chairs for the winning 
competitors to sit and be interviewed at. Ideally a backdrop with the official 
FIME logo printed on it should be positioned behind the riders, during the 
interviews 

- If at all possible, consideration should be given for a suitable sound system 
to be provided – depending on the size of the Press room. 

 
3.8 Track Safety Fence Repairs 

A fully designated fence repair team must be available throughout practice and the 
championship races. They must have all the relevant equipment and materials 
instantly available in order to complete a prompt and efficient fence repair service, 
whenever called upon to do so. 

 
3.9 Track Additional Protective Devices (APD’s) 

The use of the APD’s (air type fences) IS NOW MANDATORY for all FIME 
Speedway championship events (not Ice Speedway). The provision of APD’s IS 
STRONGLY RECOMMENDED by the FIME Track Racing Commission for all other 
disciplines of Track Racing (Grass Track, Flat Track etc). At all Speedway tracks; an 
approved APD must already be in situ.  

For Grass Track events, separate arrangements will need to be made, although 
some Federations own approved APD’s which may be available for hire by organising 
clubs. The track staff responsible for this equipment must be suitably trained in the 
maintenance of APD’s, and must be present during practice as well as during the 
championship races. The control of the air pressure and the fixings of the APD must 
be monitored by the track staff or the Clerk of the Course (the responsibility of who is 
going to undertake this task must be agreed prior to official practice). 
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3.10  Track Maintenance Equipment 

All vehicles and equipment essential to carry out ongoing track maintenance must be 
clean, fully functional and adequately serviced to be effective throughout practice as 
well as the championship races. 

 
3.11 Fire Equipment 

The fire equipment must comply with the FIM Standing Track Racing Circuits (STRC) 
rules. Currently this is a minimum of 8 x 5-litre type AB or ABC dry-powder 
extinguishers which must be available in the pits, the refuelling area and in the infield 
should a fire develop. It is acceptable for the organiser to provide more firefighting 
equipment than the 8 extinguishers listed in the STRC rule book. 

 
3.12  Accreditation Centre 

For FIME championship final events, the availability of an Accreditation Centre is 
strongly recommended. If an Accreditation Centre is provided, ideally it should be 
located outside of the circuit, and as a minimum away from the Track Office – so as 
not to distract any club officials who are working there. A list of the people being 
given offered accreditation (free entry to the event) e.g. Club Officials, FIME Officials, 
media, Doctors, VIPs, event sponsors etc. This list should be the most up to date 
version and should be available for easy reference by club officials working in the 
Accreditation Centre. 

 
3.13  Winners Rostrum 

At the end of the event and prior to the prize giving ceremony, a rostrum must be 
made available for the presentation of the first three competitors. If a team event is 
being organised, then consideration should be given for providing a larger sized 
rostrum. Behind the rostrum a backdrop should be positioned. As a minimum this 
backdrop MUST have the official FIME logo printed/painted on it. 

 
3.14 Interview Corner 

If a FIME championship event is being televised and the TV company would like to 
conduct interviews with the competitors, then as a consideration the prize-giving 
ceremony back drop could be placed close to the pits in order to offer a more 
professional area for the interviews to be carried out. After the last race, the back 
drop must be placed in the infield, ready for the prize-giving ceremony. However if it 
is affordable, a separate interview area back drop could be provided – possibly 
financed by an event sponsor who could gain further exposure and advertising. The 
FIME logo must also be positioned in a predominate position on this back drop 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sakke
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4. TECHNICAL INSPECTION 
 

4.1  Facilities 

- The technical inspection must take place under cover with sufficient area 
(min. surface: 50 m²). 

- Any inspections must be completed prior to official practice and racing, 
with the times of any inspections (either safety or technical) being clearly 
stated within the Supplementary Regulations. 

- The inspection area must be supplied with the necessary equipment, 
including tables, chairs, scales (electronic from 0 to 100kg is 
recommended), electric light and power outlets.  
Note any weighing scales should be calibrated (officially checked) and a 
copy of the ‘Calibration Certificate’ should be held by the Chief Technical 
Steward for inspection by the Jury President 

- Personal computer/laptop with CD drive, together with a USB stick and  
colour printer etc. are all strongly recommended 

- Any fire extinguishers provided in this area must be in good working 
condition (and have been serviced in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions).  

- Smoking MUST be strictly forbidden in this area. 
 
4.2 Guidelines for the Technical Inspection 

- Technical Inspection must carried out to a high standard; Technical 
Stewards must be properly dressed and it is strongly recommended that 
they all wear the same type of overalls in order to present a corporate 
image 

- No people, other than the Technical Stewards, FIME/FMN Officials, 
competitors and their mechanics should be allowed in the Technical 
Inspection area 

- Members of the press/journalists are not allowed in the Technical 
Inspection area 

- All necessary measures should be in place so that Technical Inspection 
can be undertaken smoothly, effectively and as stress-free as possible. 

- The mechanics must present all bikes and equipment, (including their 
rider's licence etc.), at the machine examination area and in line with the 
laid down time schedule. 

- Machines must be presented without engine covers, and with empty fuel 
tanks. 
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5. RIDERS' BRIEFING 
 

5.1  Introduction 

The Clerk of the Course is the person responsible for conducting the Riders' 
Briefing. He may invite any Official he considers necessary to attend the briefing. 
The following Officials however must be present at the Riders' Briefing: 

- FIM Europe Jury President 

- FIM Europe Referee 

- FMNR Jury Member 
 

5.2  General 

- The Riders' Briefing must be held in a designated closed off private 
area – away from the general public and spectators. Ideally the area 
should be provided with a main table and sufficient chairs for the 
competitors (and their mechanics should they be invited) – or Team 
Managers in a team event – as well as the FIME Officials. For events 
staged on temporary tracks, the Technical Inspection tent could be used 
as the private meeting area for the Riders Briefing. 

- A short Riders Briefing should be scheduled PRIOR to any official 
practice. The ideal of this short meeting is to introduce the key FIME 
Officials to the competitors, and also to understanding with regard to the 
arrangements for official practice 

- The Riders Briefing should be delivered following any official practice 
session but BEFORE the commencement of the championship event 

- It is compulsory for all riders to be present at any Riders Briefing 

- The Clerk of the Course must complete a roll call prior to the Riders 
Briefing to ensure that ALL the competitors are in attendance. 

- Importance must be given during the Riders Briefing to the fact that 
sportsmanship, fair-play and a good show is desirable.  

- The Clerk of the Course may call for additional meetings with the 
competitors, if he considers such action to be necessary.  

 
5.3  Alcohol Breath Test 

- The organiser is responsible for arranging the availability of a calibrated 
alcohol breath test meter for testing a random number of competitors 
(usually three). 

- Depending on the host federation, this meter may be supplied by the 
FMNR, the Race Doctor, or the local Police authority. However it is 

extremely important that the alcohol meter has been recently calibrated 
(officially checked). A copy of the ‘Calibration Certificate’ should be 
obtained prior to the event by either the FMN or the club, for inspection by 
the Jury President 

Sakke
Korostus
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- During the 3rd Jury meeting (e.g. prior to racing) the Jury 
President/Referee will organise a ballot to identify three riders to take part 
in the test. 

- IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED, that the alcohol tests are completed 
by either the Race Doctor or a Police Officer (e.g. a qualified person).  

- Once each alcohol breath test has been completed, the ‘tested’ rider must 
sign to confirm his/her test result. The Jury President must also be present 
whilst the tests are being taken 

 
6. PRACTICE 

 
- Practice is NOT compulsory for the competitors in all disciplines of Track 

Racing, although it must be provided for Youth Speedway 85cc, 250cc 
and 125cc Track Racing.  

- However a practice session will need to be organised for any competitors 
who would like the opportunity to practice prior to the event. The practice 
session must be scheduled to commence a minimum of 4 hours before 
the 1st heat. 

- It is strongly recommended that the organiser prepares a schedule for the 
practice sessions in accordance with the FIME Track Racing Rules 
(please refer to the relevant rules for guidance on arrangements required 
for practice). This schedule should show which competitors (by name and 
riding number) are allocated to participate in which practice sessions. 

- It is extremely important that sufficient time is allocated for practice (and 
Start Training – if it is identified within the Supplementary Regulations) to 
be completed, without the need of placing riders under unnecessary 
stress. Adequate time should be included with the practice schedule for 
any track maintenance work to be undertaken, as and when identified by 
either the Clerk of the Course or the Referee. 

- For Grass Track (Individual and Sidecar) events, organisers are 
requested to schedule support class competitors to complete their 
practice sessions PRIOR to the European championship competitors. 
The aim is to offer the European championship competitors a track 
surface that will be similar to that of race conditions (i.e. no green grass).   

- For Ice Racing, if practice is planned on the same day of the meeting the 
practice session must be scheduled to commence a minimum of 8 hours 
before the 1st heat. 

- The organiser should allow sufficient time within the practice sessions for 
any track maintenance that may need to be undertaken, either during the 
main practice session, or prior to the start training. 

 
6.1 General (Individual Events) 

- Please refer to the relevant section of the FIME Track Racing Rules 
applicable to the event being organised. 
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6.2 General (Team Events) 

- Please refer to the relevant section of the FIME Track Racing Rules 
applicable to the event being organised 
 

7 PRE-EVENT PARADE 
 

A pre-event parade involving all the competitors must be organised, prior to the first 
heat and staged to a high professional standard. Prior to the introduction of the 
riders, the announcer should first introduce the FIME event officials (e.g. the Jury 
President, Referee, Clerk of the Course, and FMN Delegates) to the spectators 
followed by each competitor (in numerical order). 
 

7.1  General 
- The pre-event parade must be no longer than 15 minutes maximum. 

- The competitor’s motorcycles should be lined up at the designated area 
ready for the parade. 

- Ideally the competitors should either be transported or walk from the pits 
to the presentation area.  

- The competitors must line up according to the order of their allocated start 
number. 

- Ideally each competitor should carry a National flag (provided by the 
organiser) which indicates to the spectators the competitor’s nationality. 

- The National anthem of the country hosting the event must be played. 

- The announcer must conduct the pre-event presentation in both the 
National and English languages. 

- At the end of the pre-event presentation, the competitors should start their 
bikes and ride slowly around the circuit and then back into the 
pits/paddock. 

 
8. PRIZE GIVING CEREMONY (Presentation of 1st Three Event Winners or Teams) 

 
The prize giving ceremony must represent a memorable conclusion to the 
championship event. Ideally if a vehicle is to be used to bring the three highest 
placed competitors (or teams) from the pits to the podium, it should be of a smart, 
clean and suitable appearance. 

A backdrop displaying the FIME logo as well as a rostrum suitable of 
accommodating all the riders (taking into account the number of riders in a team 
event) must be provided. 

It is highly recommended that the organiser conducts a rehearsal of the prize giving 
ceremony involving all the relevant staff and the materials to be used (security staff, 
announcer etc…) prior the event. 
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8.1 General 

- The podium must be of a high standard (painted, clean and with numbers 
1, 2 and 3 clearly shown of the front face of the podium). 

- The three highest placed competitors (or teams) should be transported to 
the podium immediately following the last race. 

- Beginning with third place, the competitors (or teams) must be presented 
with organiser's trophy. It is recommended that a bouquet of flowers or 
something similar might also be presented. 

- When all three competitors (or teams) are standing on the podium, the 
announcer will ask for the winner's National anthem to be played (this can 
either be played by a live band or via a recording over the public address 
system). 

- Ideally the National flags of the three competitors (or teams) should be 
hoisted as soon as the national anthem is played 

- Sufficient time must be allowed for the media to take photographs of the 
first three winning competitors (or teams). 

 
9. PRESS CONFERENCE 

 
The competitors (or teams) placed first, second and third shall immediately – after 
the prize-giving ceremony – make themselves available for the official press 
conference. If only foreign competitors finish in the first three places, then the 
highest placed FMNR competitor should also be invited to attend. The organiser 
must provide staff to escort the riders to the press room. The press room must be 
prepared well in advance. Please refer to item 3.7 earlier in this Manual. 
 

10. RACE JACKETS 
 

As an organiser will be hosting a FIME championship event (either a qualifying 
round or Final), the FIME Track Racing Commission strongly recommends that race 
jackets are supplied by the organiser for competitors to wear during the event. 

Advertising space on the front of the race jacket can be sold to a local company or 
business, and this additional income should at the very least cover the cost of the 
manufacture of the race jackets, and ideally any additional income would contribute 
towards the costs and overheads of staging the event.  

The Supplementary Regulations (SR’s) will stipulate whether the organiser will be 
supplying the competitors with race jackets (or not). If the SR’s specify that race 
jackets are being supplied, then all competitors must wear them for the riders 
presentation, during official practice, during all races and during the prize 
giving ceremony as well as during the press conference (if one is organised). 

If race jackets are supplied by the organiser, the competitors are not permitted to 
cover any part of the race jacket in any way. The race jacket must be returned to 
the Clerk of the Course immediately after the last heat, or after the press 
conference if the competitor finishes in the top three finishers. Each competitor is 
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responsible for his race jacket, and the cost of any race jackets not returned may 
be charged to the competitors and deducted from the prize money due to him/her. 
 

11. PROMOTION OF THE EVENT 
 

The organiser must use all modern techniques of marketing to promote their FIME 
championship event. Active promotion is the key to a successful event, therefore a 
web site containing relevant information regarding the race meeting is strongly 
recommended. 

The organiser must make arrangements to supply the Jury President with suitable 
photographs to accompany his/her post event press release. 
 

12. GUIDANCE AND PLANNING FOR THE ORGANISERS 
 

12.1  DUTIES PRECEDING THE EVENT: 
 

i) Although most organisers will understand, it is very important to ensure that the 
right person (volunteer) is allocated to the right job. 

ii) Competitors and club officials (volunteers) must be informed of the following 
items which are usually included with the Supplementary Regulations: 

- The venue of the race office, the opening hours (which should be a 
minimum of one day before the official practice).  

- If possible, a timetable/schedule should be prepared identifying the key 
times of important events (technical inspection, practice, riders briefing, 
riders pre-event parade, first race etc.) that takes place during the course 
of the event.  

- Hotel accommodation, prices and contact numbers. 

iii) The Jury Secretary (this person can be either be supplied by the club or the 
host federation) has to gather all the relevant documentation, which is to be 
given to the competitors and key officials (Jury President/FIME Delegate, 
Referee, FMNR Jury Member, as well as the various FMN officials, Team 
Managers etc). All persons connected to the event must receive these 
documents upon arrival.  

The documentation will contain: 

- The name and address of the hotel that has been booked for them (if 
applicable), together with the number of rooms reserved.  

- A schedule of the event (refer to ii above)– together with the relevant 
timings 

- A schedule of the official practice session, together with list of the groups 
that the competitors should be practicing with – together with the relevant 
timings. 

- A race programme containing a list of the competitors, their riding 
numbers as well as the schedule of races. 

- Entry tickets for the competitors and officials vehicles, including free entry 
into the pits/paddock area. 
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- Invitation cards if a pre-event reception is planned (refer to item vi over the 
page). 

- If possible, it would be useful to include some promotional material on the 
city/region and the venue of the event. 

iv) In addition to the standard information, the following documentation is also 
required by the members of the International Jury: 

- A copy of the latest FIME (or FIM) Track Inspection Report, 

- A copy of the Track Licence,  

- A copy of the FIME Third Party Insurance Declaration (completed by the 
clubs insurance company),  

- A copy of the Third Party Insurance certificate, 

- Details regarding medical arrangements (how many Doctors and 
ambulances will be available, details of the nearest hospital together with 
the address, relevant telephone number, e-mail address etc). 

v) Sufficient currency (in Euros) to pay the competitors in accordance with the 
FIME Track Racing Rules. 

vi) It is recommended that the organisers arrange a social gathering or pre-event 
reception in order to emphasise the atmosphere and importance of the 
championship event. A suitable time for hosting this reception would be during 
the afternoon or evening preceding the event. The aim of this reception is to 
maintain friendly relationships between the organiser, the competitors, as well 
as the key Officials and to encourage an exchange of international experiences 
within the sport of Track Racing. 

 
12.2  DUTIES IN RELATION TO RUNNING THE EVENT: 

 
i) A meeting of the technical team should take place at a pre designated location 

to discuss and agree the process of the technical control. 

ii) On the day of the event, an enclosed area must be available for the technical 
control team to undertake their duties without disturbance from spectators. 

iii) An appropriate and suitably furnished meeting room must be provided for the 
Jury Officials and other key people to meet privately. This room must have an 
electrical supply available in order that a computer, printer and photocopier can 
be used by the Jury Secretary. 

iv) During these meetings, the FMNR delegate/an invited member from the club 
will be asked to make a report. 

v) Flags of all participating nations together with the FIM + FIME + FMN flags 
must be positioned and flown in a good, visible position.  
NOTE: these National flags must also include the nationalities of the Jury 
President AND the Referee.  

vi) A pre-event rider’s parade is strongly recommended. If one is scheduled, then 
either smaller sizes of the various national flags (or sign boards showing the 
nationality of the various competitors e.g. Germany/Netherlands/France/Great 
Britain etc.) should be displayed during the parade. This will show the 
spectators the varying array of European nations competing in the event. 
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vii) During this pre-event parade, it is recommended that the 
announcer/commentator presents each rider to the spectators with a brief 
introduction. If a local dignitary (VIP) is available e.g. the local Mayor, President 
of the host Federation (FMNR) etc. then the VIP should also be introduced to 
each competitor during this formal introduction. 

viii) At the end of the FIME event, a rostrum must be available for the presentation 
of the first three riders or teams.  
Note: from a moral point of view it is recommended that special awards or prizes 
are NOT presented to any home competitors on this occasion. 

12.3  DUTIES AFTER THE EVENT: 

The race office (Jury Secretary) has to: 

- Confirm and forward the official race results and associated 
documentation (according to the FIME rules). This will include electronic 
(email) communications. 

- Pay the prize-money (in Euros) according to the FIME Track Racing 
Rules. NOTE: some competitor’s licences will need to be returned to them 

at the same time although this WILL NOT include FIME ‘One Day’ licences. 

- Provide information to the Team Managers regarding the conditions of any 
injured or hospitalised riders, the address of where they are being cared 
for, as well as the date (if known) of when they can be moved together 
with any other relevant information. 

- Produce the minutes of all Jury meetings. Once the final set of minutes 
have been signed by the Jury President or Jury President/ Referee and 
the Jury Secretary, the official minutes and event results must then be 
sent by email to the FIME General Secretariat in Rome as well as the 
Chairman of the FIME Track Racing Commission, the FIME Press 
Office, FIME Results website as well as the FIM Track racing 
Commission. 

12.4   ORGANISATION CHECK LIST –  

12.4.1    DOCUMENTS 

- Prepare and submit the Supplementary Regulations (SR’s) for approval by 
the FMNR and the FIME Track Racing Chairman.  
Note the SR’s MUST be ready for distribution to the various FMN’s and 
FIME Officials 60 days before the event. 

- Organise a permit raised by the FMNR. 

- Organise a permit from the police authority or local authority/government 
(if required). 

- Written confirmation (if required) from the Medical Sporting Federation 
regarding the appointment of the Race Doctor. 

- Third Party Insurance for civil responsibility (including the completion of 
the FIME Third Party Insurance Declaration, by the clubs insurance 
company). 

- Written confirmation (if required) from the local authority concerning tax on 
spectator admission ticket sales. 
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- Written confirmation (if applicable) regarding the Timekeeper’s 
appointment. 

- Competitor’s entry forms, fully completed and accompanied by the 
respective FMN’s ‘start permission’. 

- A list of all appointed race officials.  

- A list of special prizes or souvenirs to be presented to the competitors 
and/or VIPs during the pre-event rider’s presentation. Prepare/print a 
suitable quantity of race programmes for the event. 

- Have available a current copy of the FIM/FIME Track Licence, the last 
track inspection report, as well as details of the relevant insurance policy 
(if applicable). 

- A copy of the certificate of Conformity for the Technical Inspection teams 
weighing scales is also recommended. 

 
12.4.2   LOGISTICAL AND OTHER SERVICES 

- Ambulances. 

- On site medical centre or similar facility. 

- Tractors, graders, rollers, water tankers etc. – for essential and on-going 
track maintenance throughout the event. 

- General Secretariat/Race Office – for licence inspection, competitors 
signing on, payment of riders prize money etc. 

- Jury Meeting Room – complete with sufficient tables and chairs to seat the 
Jury members, the Jury Secretary and the various FMN delegates and 
invited guests. 

- Arrangements for the prize-giving ceremony. 

- Arrangements for paying the competitors prize money. 

- Public relations/press service. 

- Technical inspection area – required prior to, and after the event. 

- Suitably cordoned off/fenced off ‚ Parc Ferme‘ area – large enough to 
quarentine all the motorcycles following the event. 

- Closed Pit/Paddock area – with no access for spectators. 

- Suitable and sufficient parking for the spectators/general public. 

- Suitable and sufficient parking for the event officials – both the club and the 
FIME officials. 

- Suitable toilet facitities for the general public/spectators e.g.male, female 
AND disabled. 

- Suitable toilet AND showering facilities for the competitors – both male and 
female. 

- Press office – with fax and telephones. 
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12.4.3   MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 

- Equipment and materials for the Jury Secretary – laptop computer, USB 
stick, colour printer, photocopier/scanner, paper, pens, hole punch, 
stapler, adhesive tape etc. 

- Wire, seals and seals pincers for carburettors (for the technical team). 

- Small bottles with plastic screw taps for methanol samples and stickers 
to seal them (for technical team). 

- Syringe for methanol sampling from fuel tanks (for the technical team). 

- Recently calibrated set of scales for bike weight control (for the technical 
team). 

- Various coloured enamels paints for silencer marking (for the technical 
team). 

- Carburettor gauge – 34 mm (for the technical team). 

- First aid equipment (for the medical team). 

- Competitors riding number jackets (if being provided by the 
club/organiser). 

- Electrical drill, spanners, welding and other equipment for bike repairs 
(race day spare parts supplier/company). 

- Methanol and oil – if stated in the Supplementary Regulations (race day 
spare parts supplier/company). 

- 4 x exclusion discs (6 for Grass Track) – minimum 45 cm diameter – in 
the colours of the respective helmet colours all as per the FIM 
specification 079.7.4. Please refer to the relevant illustration in section 

19. 

- Cutting tools and crowbars. 

- Flags – minimum size 60 cm x 60 cm 

 1 national flag 
 1 yellow flag with diagonal black stripes (stripe minimum 5 cm wide) 

 1 black flag 
 2 green flags 
 red flags 
 1 chequered flag 

- 8 fire extinguishers (minimum).  
Note these extinguishers should be a 5 litre type – AB or ABC dry powder, 
and must be checked/serviced prior to the meeting to ensure that they are 
in good working order. 

- 8 hand rakes (for Speedway events). 

- Spikes gauge (for Ice Racing only). 

- Spare tapes for starting gate. 
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- Anti-wind bar – to hold the starting tapes in position for either wide tracks 

or when windy conditions are anticipated. 

- Material for the quick/emergency repair of the safety fence – spare 
wooden planks, hammer, nails, saw, wire mesh – ropes, wooden stakes 
(temporary tracks only) etc. 

- Additional Protective Device (APD) – when required, arrangements will 
need to be made for the loan/hire of an approved APD, if there is not one 
already in place at the track.  

- Consideration must also be given to ensure that members of the Track 
Maintenance team are fully trained on how to either repair or replace a 
section of damaged/punctured ADP competently. 

- ‘3 position’ winner’s rostrum – ensuring it is sufficiently large enough if 
the event is being staged for teams rather than individual competitors.     

- Large version of FIME championship event score chart (+ suitable 
marker/felt tip pens). 

- Public address (loudspeaker) equipment. 

- White powder for marking the start line position grids and the inner edge 
of the track. 

- Trackside race exclusion lights + rider’s exclusion lights (red, blue, white, 
yellow etc) + green start lights (x 2) all as per the FIM specification 
079.7.5. Please refer to the relevant illustration in section 19. 

- Spare bulbs for track and exclusion lights (red, green, and starting colour 
positions). 

- 2 x amber flashing lights + siren or bell for sounding 2 or 3 minute 
warning – must be positioned in line with the FIM specification 
079.7.5  Please refer to the relevant  illustration in section 19. 

- Referees switchboard – manufactured in line with the FIM 
specification 079.7.6 Please refer to the relevant  illustration in section 

19. 

- Telephone connection or ‘Walkie Talkie’s’ for communication between 
key officials – Referee, Clerk of the Course, Pit Marshal, Starting Marshal 
etc.  

- Suitable track and pits lighting (for night time events). 

- Emergency backup power supply (for night time events). 

- Entrance gates for controlling and selling spectator admission tickets. 

- Hot and cold water supply for the competitor’s showers and toilets. 
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12.4.4    OFFICIALS 

- Jury President (FIME Delegate) –  the Club will be advised of this person 

by the FIME Track Racing Commission 

- Referee – the Club will be advised of this person by the FIME Track 

Racing Commission  

- FMNR Jury Member – the Club will be advised by the organising 

federation (FMNR) 

- FIM Licensed Clerk of the Course – (insert name)…………………………… 

- Jury Secretary – this can be either someone nominated by the organiser or 

provided by the FMNR – (insert name)………………………………………….… 

- Timekeeper (if applicable) – (insert name)……………………………………… 

- Environment Steward – (insert name)………………………………………… 

- Doctor (s) – (insert name)……………………………………………………….. 

- Announcer (who should also provide the results in English) – (insert      

name)............................................................................................................                        

- Starting Marshal – (insert name).…………………………………………….… 

- Technical Steward + assistants – (insert names)………………………….…. 

- Pits Marshal – (insert name) …………………………………………………… 

- Responsible Official for checking the helmet colours – (insert 

name)..…..………………………………………………………………………... 

- Responsible Official for operating the pit gate to the track – (insert 

name).…………….………………………………………………………………. 

- Responsible Official for operating the track exit gate to pits – (insert 

name)………………………………………………………………………...…… 

- Responsible Official for manning the main pit area entrance – (insert 

name)..……………………………………………………………………………. 

- Flag Marshals (minimum 3 in each bend) – (insert name)……………………... 

- Tractor and water tanker drivers – (insert 

names).……………………...…………………………………………………… 

- Responsible person for methanol and oil distribution (if required) – (insert 

name)……………………………………………………………………………… 

- External services (car park attendants, Police men for traffic control etc) – 
(insert names)…………………………………………………………………….. 

- Electrician available for quick repairs of electrical or loudspeaker 
problems – (insert name).…………..…………………………………………... 

- Responsible person for general organisation of press services – (insert 

name).……………………………………………………………………..……... 
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13 RACE FORMAT 

 
Please refer to the respective sections of the current FIME Track Racing Rules 
regarding the race format. 

 
14 EXAMPLE LAYOUT REGARDING MEDICAL DETAILS 

 
Name and Address of Hospital :  Kreiskrankenhaus Pfarrkirchen 
Bahnhofstr.25,  
xxxxx Pfarrkirchen 
 
The hospital has been advised of this race meeting. 
The hospital specialises in general accidents and emergency . 
 
Distance of Hosiptial from Stadium/circuit: 3km – approx. 5 minutes journey time 

  
Stadium/circuit facilities:Red Cross Medical Tent 
 
Doctors names/addresses:Dr Cranky 
 
Chief Medical Officer: Dr Jekyll!!  Assistant Medical Officer:Mr Hyde !! 

 
For Practice: 

Number of Ambulances:  1   
Number of Ambulance Staff:  2 
Number of First aid staff  3   

 
For Meeting: 

Number of Ambulances:    2   
Number of Ambulance Staff:    4 
Number of Paramedic Staff:   1 
Number of Medical Technicians: 8 

 
Red Cross Technicians Under the Control of: 
 
R. BACHHUBER 
Kirchweg 49 
XXXXX Pfarrkirchen                 Tel: 00000-0000 
 
 
 
……………………………   ……………………………. 
Secretary of Meeting    Chief Medical Officer 
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15 EXAMPLE OF A SIGNING ON SHEET 

 

Competitors must sign-on according to the time schedule and the place specified in the 
Supplementary Regulations. When completed, this document must be given to the Clerk of 
the Course. 

 

 
Start 

Number 

 
Riders Name 
(Please Print) 

FMN 
 

Licence Number 
Signing on 

Time 

 
RidersSignature 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

Clerk of the Course (Name)  Licence No:  

Signature:    

 
Title of the Event : 

 

EMN No:   Date:  

Venue/Country:  
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16 EXAMPLE OF A HOTEL CHECKLIST 
 

This is an example of a check list for the organisation of booking hotel rooms for key 
Officials. It is useful to set out the information in this way in order to have a simple 
checklist on what accommodation is requested and what has been organised 

 
FIME SOLO GRASSTRACK FINAL TOYTOWN FAIRYLAND 4th Sept 2011  

 
Hotel Requirements 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Official 
Single/ 
Double 

    F
ri

. 
0

2
.0

9
 

S
a
t 

0
3
.0

9
 

S
u

n
 0

4
.0

9
 

Comments 

FIME Delegate Double      
Waiting 
confirmation 

FIME Jury President Single   X X X confirmed  

FIME Referee  Double   X X X Confirmed 

Medical Delegate Single   X X  Confirmed 

Technical Delegate Single    X  Confirmed 

Jury Secretary Single   X X X 
Confirmed. Smoking 
room 

FMNR Jury Member Single    X  Confirmed 

Clerk of Course Double   X X  Confirmed 

 Asst C.of C Single    X  Confirmed 

 Medical Officer Single    X  Confirmed 

 Assistant Medical Officer Single   X X  Confirmed 

Technical Officer       
Advised he will 
make own 
arrangements  

FMN Delegate – ACU        TBC 

FMN Delegates – DMSB        TBC 

FMN Delegates – FFM        TBC 

FMN Delegates – KMNV        TBC 

Environment Officer Single    X  Confirmed 
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17    ORGANISERS CHECKLISTS – VARIOUS  

SECRETARIAT/RACE OFFICE 

DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST 

 

 Supplementary Regulations (SR’s) 
approved by the FMNR and the FIME 
SR’s must be sent via FMNR to the FIME at 
least 60 days before the meeting 

Please note that from 1st January 2013, 
an Environmental Map will need to be 
prepared and submitted TOGETHER with 
the SR’s. If you need help with the 
compilation of these documents please 
refer to either your FMN or your 
Environmental Steward 

 Competitors entry forms duly 
completed and accompanied by the 
respective FMN’s’ starting 
permission 

 

 Organising permit from FMNR. 
Not always required but ensure that FMNR  is 
kept fully informed regarding event details 

 Competitors passes – four per rider 

 List of all appointed event Officials 

 Organising permit  received from local 
authority  
Not always required but ensure that your 
local authority is kept informed regarding 
date of event  

 Race Programme 
This should include a list of key officials, 
a list of the competitors, their respective 
FMN’s, a format of how the event is run 
(for the spectators’ information) as well 
as a schedule of heats and finals. 

 Written confirmation from the Medical 
Sporting Federation (if any) regarding 
the appointment of the Race Doctor.                            
Not normally required 

 Welcome Pack containing: 

 Event timetable 

 Machine examination timetable 

 Training/practice timetable 

 List of officials/organisational 
chart 

 Supplementary Regulations 
(SR’s) 

 Hotel rooms information 

 Competitors pre-event reception 
details (if applicable) 

 Local tourist information  

 Third Party Insurance.                            
Public Liability policy issued in either English 
or French.  
Minimum 120,000 Euros or equivalent is 
recommended 

 Written confirmation from the local 
authority concerning tax on 
spectators/general public admission 
tickets.                                                         
Only required if local laws specify 
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DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST (continued) 
 

 Written confirmation regarding the 
timekeeper appointment (if applicable).                            
Timekeeper should be appointed by the 
FMNR 

 Fully equipped Jury room – including 
a laptop or personal computer, a 
colour printer, photocopier/scanner, 
chairs and tables with arrangements 
for the supply of suitable 
refreshments for the members of the 
International Jury and FMN delegates 

 Track licence as well as the last track 
inspection report.                                    
Obtain a copy from the FMNR if the organiser 
does not already have one. 

 Car park area to be located near to 
the pits for key Officials 

MEDICAL PERSONAL and FACILITIES CHECKLIST  

 

 Appointment of Doctors, 
Paramedics and medical staff.                                               
Staff, equipment and ambulances MUST be 
available for practice as well as the event 

 Medical and Anti-doping room 

 Alcohol breath test meter, complete 
with recent meter calibration record 

 Local hospital to be advised of the 
event 

 Medical detail sheet for feedback to 
the International Jury 
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FACILITIES AND TRANSPORT CHECKLIST 
 

 Transport between 
airport/hotels/stadium/circuit 

 Stadium/circuit facilities: 

 Room/area for competitors 
briefing 

 Catering arrangements for 
spectators/general public area 
and pits/paddock 

 Toilets for spectators/general 
public– male,  female AND 
disabled 

 Dressing/changing room, hot and 
cold water supply, showers and 
toilets –for both male and female 

 Hotel accommodation for competitors 
and key officials 

 Referee’s control tower 

 Public address system 

 Staff uniforms – strongly recommended 

 

TRACK MANAGMENT CHECKLIST 

 Base and top dressing approved  Cutting tools and crowbars 

 Base and top dressing ordered  Fire extinguishers (Type A or ABC) 

 Transport and storage of the  top 
dressing organised 

 Hand rakes(for Speedway events) 

 Timetable agreed for laying/erecting the 
track 

 Light signals - ‘red’ exclusion lights - 
on flexible mountings, green ‘under 
starters order’ lights, ‘helmet’colour 
exclusion lights, amber flashing time 
limit warning lights  
All to FIM spec 079.7.5 

 Staff available for laying/erecting the 
track 

 Spare colored light bulbs (red, green, 
and starting position colours) 

 Additional shale available for track 
maintenance during the event 

 Siren/horn for sounding 2 or 3 minute 
warning 
All to FIM spec 079.7.4 

 Tractors, graders, blade graders, front 
loaders, water tankers and rollers are all 
available 

 Referee’s control panel  
To FIM specification 079.7.6 

 FIME, FIM and FMN flags are all 
available 

 Spare parts and tapes for starting 
gate are available 

 National flags of the competitors, the 
FIME Jury President and Referee are all 
available 

 Anti-wind bar for starting tapes is 
available 
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TRACK MANAGMENT CHECKLIST (continued) 

 Sound tracks of all the competitors 
National anthems are available (for the 
prize giving ceremony) 

 Materials for emergency repairs of 
the safety fence (wooden planks, 
hammer, nails, saw, wire mesh, 
ropes, wooden stakes etc.) or ADP 

 Flags used for signaling during the 
event: 

 Yellow ‘Last Lap’ flag with 5 cm 
diagonal black stripes 

 Black flag 

 Green flags 

 Red flags 

 Chequered ‘finish’ flag 

 Exclusion discs (relevant to helmet 
colours) 

 Public address equipment including 
the provision of a small PA system 
for the pressroom 

 White powder for marking the 
starting position boxes and the inner 
edge of the track. 

 Large clock or digital display to 
indicate the 2 minute countdown – for 

positioning on the infield.  
This is recommended for FIME Speedway 
championship events 

FIM/FIMECHIEF TECHNICAL STEWARDS CHECKLIST 

 Machine examiner and sufficient staff  Carburettor gauge (34 mm). 

 Electronic scales ( calibrated and 
certified) 

 Dye penetrate (to check for weld 
failure in frames etc) 

 Air compressor  Bike stand  

 Wire, seals and seals pincers for 
carburettors. 

 Special pen for marking tyres 

 Small bottles with plastic screw tap for 
methanol samples and stickers for 
sealing. 

 Various coloured enamel paints for 
silencer marking. 

 Syringe for methanol sampling from fuel 
tanks. 

 Laptop with USB stick together 
with a colour printer etc. are also 
strongly recommended 

MEDIA and MARKETING 

PRESS, RADIO and TV CHECKLIST 

 Accreditation via organizer  Telephone access  

 Press room facilities   Photographers briefing 

 Post-event press conference –  

 seating, small public address system 
etc 

 Photographers high visibility 
vests/waistcoats 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS CHECKLIST 

 Event/race programmes  Leaflets 

 Publicity and promotion:  Local press TV and radio 

 Advertising posters  Commentators (announcers) x 2 

SECURITY CHECKLIST 

 Emergency services  Pits and paddock security 
 Money and cash 

 Spectator/general public/crowd control  Spectator/general public car parking 
 External service (car park 

Marshal’s, Police men for traffic) 

FINANCE CHECKLIST 

 Finance and local sponsorship  Payments to staff and officials 

 Publicity and advertising  Stadium/circuit rental taxes 

 Ticket and programme sales  Local taxes– if applicable 

 Food and drink income  

PROTOCOL CHECKLIST 

 Pre-event reception  Pre-event riders presentation 

 VIP hospitality – passes for hospitality 
area 

 Winners prize giving ceremony 

 Event interval entertainment  
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OFFICIALS and STAFF CHECKLIST 

 FIM EUROPE Representative 
 FMN Technical Steward and 

assistants 

 FIM EUROPE Jury President  FMNR Environment Officer 

 FIM EUROPE Referee  Chief Pits Marshal and pits officials 

 FMNR Jury Member  Chief Track Marshal and his officials 

 Jury Secretary 
 Doctor(s), Paramedics and medical 

staff 

 FMNR Clerk of the Course  Timekeeper 

 FMNR Assistant Clerk of the Course   Press Officer 

VOLUNTEERS and CLUB MEMBERS CHECKLIST 

 Electricians (allow for 2 ) 
 Official responsible for external pits 

gate  

 Announcers/commentators (allow for 2 ) 
 Official responsible for closed pits 

area 

 Official approved for completing doping 
and alcohol control  

 Flag marshals (minimum of 3 in each 

bend) 

 Starting marshal 
 Tractor/grader and water tanker 

drivers 

 Official responsible for checking helmet 
colours 

 Personnel available to control 
methanol distribution 

 Official responsible for pits/track 
entrance gate 

 External services – e.g. car park 
marshals,  policemen for traffic 
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18 EXAMPLE FOR ORGANISING A COMMITTEE/ WORKING PARTY 

 Duties and Responsibilities 

Chairman 

(Promoter, Organiser, Club President, 
Federation Representative) 

Control of committee meetings 
Co-operation with local organisations/national federation 
Supervision of all activities 

Clerk of the Course Overall responsibility for all organisation during the event – reports to the Jury 

President and Referee  

Track Management 

Chief Track Marshal, Chief Pits Marshal 

Track laying and preparation 

Preparation of track plan drawings 
Supply and laying of racing surface 
materials 
Track staff and labour 
Track maintenance equipment 
Correct preparation of the track 

Pits Control 

Pits layout 
Methanol supplies and refuelling 
Technical Inspection area 
Updating of large score chart 
Adequate number of pit marshals 
Parc fermé 

Secretariat/Race Office Secretariat 

Supplementary Regulations 
Insurance and other essential 
documents 
Preparation of Jury Room and 
associated equipment  

Race Office 

“Welcome Pack” 
Passes for riders and  key officials     
Guest tickets 
Car parking area for key officials  

Finance and Budget 

Chief Accountant/ Finance Secretary 

Income 

Finance and sponsorship  
Ticket and programme sales 
Concessions 

Expenditure 

Staff wages  
Officials expenses 
Stadium rental 
Taxes 

Facilities and Transport Logistics 

Airport/Hotel transport 
Hotel accommodation 

Facilities 

Stadium facilities 
Jury Room 
Catering 
Staff uniforms  

Protocol and Receptions All social activities and receptions 
Meeting and interval entertainment 
Pre-event rider parade and prize-giving ceremony 
VIPs hospitality 
Jury Room catering 

Technical 

Technical Steward 
Machine Examiner 

Equipment for all technical controls. 
Verification equipment 
Air compressor 

Media and Marketing  

Organisers Press Officer 
Marketing Officer 

Marketing & P.R. 

Printing of event/race programme 
Publicity and advertising 
Ticket and programme sales 
Local promotions 
Sponsorship 
Website 

 

Road/direction signs to the track 
Press and TV 

Accreditation  
Photographers briefing 
Press room 
Press conferences 

Security and Medical 

Chief Medical Officer 
Chief Security Officer 

Medical 

Ambulances and medical staff for 
competitors and spectators 
Co-operation with local hospitals 
Medical room or centre 
Equipment for Doping & Alcohol 
controls 

Security 

Crowd control 
Liaison with emergency services 
Spectator car parking 
Pits and paddock security 
Money security 
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19 SUPPORTING ILLUSTRATIONS * 
 

*All references for these illustrations are taken from the FIM Standards for Track 
Racing Circuits (STRC) booklet – please check against the current years STRC 
booklet for up to date requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

079.7.1 LAYOUT OF STARTING AREA 

079.7.3 EXAMPLE OF A STARTING GATE 

Note: from 2016, the inner starting gate stantion (post) must be positioned a MINIMUM of 1 metre  from the 
inside of the track, and the outside stantion must be a MINIMUM of 60 cms  from the outside of the track 
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079.7.4 and 5  POSITION OF TRACK SIGNALS (SPEEDWAY, ICE AND GRASS TRACKS) 

NOTE: the location, position and function of the various lights, sirens and flashing 
lights WILL be checked by the FIME Track Inspector and/or the Referee prior to 
practice.  
PLEASE ENSURE THAT EVERYTHING IS SET UP AND POSITIONED AS PER THE 

DIAGRAM BELOW. 
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079.7.4 SIGNAL FLAGS AND EXCLUSION DISCS 079.7.5 RIDER DISQUALIFCATION LIGHTS 

079.7.5 PIVOTING ARRANGEMENTS FOR RED STOP 
LIGHTS 

NOTE: These 
lights must be 
positioned 
VERTICALLY 
and NOT 
horizontally 
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079.7.6 REFEREES CONTROL PANEL 

NOTE 1: the layout and operation of the Referees Control Panel WILL be checked by the 
FIME Referee prior to practice.  

PLEASE ENSURE THAT IT IS MANUFACTURED IN LINE WITH THE DESIGN BELOW  

NOTE 2: From 2012 the digital stopwatch is no longer a mandatory requirement within the 
Referees Control Panel 
 

 

079.7.6 POSITION OF THE REFEREE ABOVE THE START LINE 
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079.7.7 EXAMPLE OF A SUITABLY SET OUT PIT AREA 
 

079.7.8 POSITION OF RACE OFFICIALS AND 
MARSHALS AROUND THE CIRCUIT 
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20. FATAL AND LIFE THREATENING INCIDENTS AT TRACK RACING EVENTS 

 
General Notes 

 
Please read these notes.  They will help you deal with this very difficult situation 
should it ever arise at your track or event. 
 
 In the event of a fatal or life threatening accident it is important that certain actions 

are taken promptly and in a orderly way.  The following briefing notes are to help 
all people involved. 

 Every action must be taken very carefully and methodically so that all the facts 
can be recorded.  It is important that any information that anyone has, is 
collected and formally recorded. 

 If the incident is of a fatal nature, and depending on local legal requirements, a 
specially appointed person (for example a coroner’s officer) may be required to 
attend.  It is likely this person may be accompanied by the police. 

 If the accident is fatal or life threatening, again depending on local legal 
requirements, a representative of the Health and Safety body may be required to 
attend. This representative may be a civilian or a police officer. 

 The FIM Europe Jury will have details of how to deal with a very serious incident.  
They will arrange for various tasks to be undertaken.  They may also  allocate 
various people certain jobs to do on the club/organisers behalf. 

 No officials (including Promoters, Team Managers, Stewards, Marshals, Pit Staff, 
competatiors and their support staff) may leave the venue until allowed to do so 
by the police and the FIM Europe Jury. 

 If you witnessed the incident, it is worth writing down what you remember as soon 
as you can.  This will help you in writing your statement later. 

 DO NOT MOVE ANYTHING RELATING TO THE INCIDENT until you have been 
told to do so by the FIM Europe Jury  

 The FIM Europe Jury will tell everyone involved as what the procedures are.  
Each key person will need to look at the instructions on their own action plan.  A 
list of key people is shown on the next page. 

 DO NOT GIVE ANY KIND OF STATEMENT TO ANYONE EXCEPT THE 
POLICE AND OR THE FIM EUROPE JURY. 
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FATAL AND LIFE THREATENING INCIDENTS AT TRACK RACING EVENTS 

 

List of Key Personnel 
 
 

FIM Europe Jury President 
 

FIM Europe Referee 
 

Jury Secretary 
 

FMNR Jury Member 
 

Promoter/organiser 
 

Stadium/Circuit/Track Safety Manager 
 

Clerk of the Course 
 

Machine Examiner 
 

Pits Marshal 
 

Announcer/Commentator 
 

Doctor 
 

Club/Track Photographer 
 

Time Keeper (if one is appointed) 
 

Videographer 
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21. FATAL INCIDENT –  ACTION SHEET FOR USE BY THE CLERK OF THE  

COURSE 
 

FATAL AND LIFE THREATENING INCIDENTS 
 
DO NOT LEAVE THE VENUE UNTIL THE POLICE AND REFEREE HAVE RELEASED YOU. 

 

 DO NOT give any information to anyone from the media or members of the public.  

 Refer all enquiries to the police and/or the official FIM Europe spokesman – this is 
usually the Jury President. 

 Ensure officials manning the pit gates are vigilant to prevent the public and press 
from invading the pit areas or stadium/circuit. 

 Obtain a list of key personnel from the International FIM Europe Jury 

 Advise ALL key personnel and witnesses NOT to leave the venue and to be 
prepared to be interviewed by the police and/or the FIM Europe Jury. 

 Appoint someone to protect the scene of the incident in order to prevent 
interference, contamination or removal of evidence until the Machine Examiner 
takes over this responsibility 

 Advise all witnesses to make brief notes prior to being interviewed by the police and 
the FIM Europe Jury. 

 Together with the Referee, take measurements, draw diagrams and note the  layout 
of the incident site.  Consult with the police about these procedures. 

 Make a note of all your activities and prepare a statement for the police and the FIM 
Europe Jury.  Do it before you leave the circuit. 

 Once you have done all the above, contact the FIM Europe Jury personally and 
supply them with all the details and information you have collected. 
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22. CONTINGENCY PLANNING 

 
Whilst everyone works towards completing well organised events, sometimes 
circumstances arise that are out of the control of the organiser (such as bad weather, a 
natural or national disaster), which result in the planned event having to be cancelled or 
postponed. This may happen prior to the planned day of the staging of the event, on 
the day of the event prior to the advertised start time or whilst the event is in progress. 

It is highly recommended that all organisers are prepared and have a contingency 
plan in place to deal with the special circumstances that are required to be dealt with 
on these unfortunate occasions. The plan should include and have available (but not 
restricted to) the following: 

Contact Details to Inform of the Situation: 

Officials 
Competitors 
Emergency service providers 
Sponsors 
Invited guests and dignitaries 

Contact Details to Notify the General Public: 

Newspapers/journalists 
Specific sporting publications (if time is available) 
Local and national radio stations 
Local and national TV stations 
Tour companies, other motorcycle clubs etc known to be arranging large parties 
attending the event 

Organiser Contact Number/Helpline: 

To deal with queries relating to: 

Ticket refunds (or reissue/validity where there is a restaging date.) 
Travel information in respect of bus/railway services  
Hotel/Accommodation details of key establishments for those wishing to or needing to 
extend or curtail bookings 

Staff Designated to: 

Direct the public to the appropriate enquiry office/centre 
Adequate and informed staff to deal face to face with the spectators/general public  
Direct the orderly, efficient and safe departure of the spectators/general public from the 
stadium/circuit 
Direct vehicles from the car park with minimum disruption to the local environment  

Other 

If possible have an appropriate office facility based at the stadium/circuit to efficiently 
deal with the above. 
Have access to an adequate supply of monies or acceptable form of payment to deal 
with the immediate contractual obligations for services/prize monies etc.     
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23 IMPROVEMENT FEEDBACK FORM 
 
The FIM EuropeTrack Racing Commission is always interested in receiving useful items 
of feedback (or improvement points) from clubs or organisers. These improvement 
points will be reviewed by the Commission and if they feel the points are of benefit to 
other championship organisers, or that it will add to the overall improvement of an event, 
the improvement point(s) will be added to future revisions of this manual. 
 
If you feel you have an inprovement point(s) that you would like to share with the 
Commission, please email your suggestions to the FIM Europe Track Racing Chairman: 
trc.fime@gmail.com 

 
 

Improvement Point 1: 

 
 

 

Improvement Point 2: 

 

Improvement Point 3: 

 

Name of person submitting this form:  

Position held in Club/Organising team:  

Club/Organisers name:  

Date:  

 
Amended 7.12.15 

 

mailto:trc.fime@gmail.com



